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ABB Network Health Check
Ensuring you keep the power on for years to come

Communication is the backbone of the intelligent grid, and the Tropos broadband network is an integral part of that communication infrastructure. As the grid evolves and networks are called upon to support more complex operational tasks, it’s essential to ensure that network solutions remain aligned with the growing demands of utility operators.

ABB Network Health Check (NHC) is a vital piece of maintaining an operational network in optimal condition. NHC provides ABB wireless network customers with an objective assessment of their existing communication network, giving operators peace of mind and ensuring they can continue to effectively read access to critical operational and financial data, and avoid SLA penalties.

Adding value
Network Health Check assesses your network’s digital performance as well as physical assets to determine where communication upgrades and improvements should be made to ensure grid stability and resiliency. A high-functioning network ensures maximized availability of electricity to customers and, ultimately, improved customer satisfaction.
ABB Network Health Check provides a solution for assessing and improving your Tropos-powered field area network. Reach out to us at info.pgsw@abb.com or +1.800.868.0497 to schedule your ABB Network Health Check today.